**Super Tenere Headlight Replacement Kit**

- Remove Original Headlights and Dust Caps and set aside.
- Remove the sealing rings from your original caps and install on your new Cyclops Dust Caps.
- Remove the base of your H7 LED headlight replacement bulb and with a gentle counter clockwise twist, the base will slide off of the bulb. (the base is the piece that mounts to your reflector)
- Install the base of the LED headlight into your reflector using the factory clips. The H7 base is oriented so the tab is in the 7 o’clock position. Take special care to insure the base sits flat in your reflector. The design is such that is very easy to move the base out of position as you are reattaching your bail wires. (If you knock it out of position our beam pattern will be less than satisfactory.)
- Plug your new LED headlight into your motorcycle headlight connecker.
- Feed the wires and driver into the motorcycles headlight housing. The driver on the right side will fit into the right side of the housing, the left side driver will fit in the left side of the housing. (right and left from the seated position) In the picture below note the position of the bulbs wire strain relief. This will be facing approximately the 2 o’clock position.
- Install the LED headlight into the previously installed headlight base in your motorcycle. Then test your new headlights.
- Install your new Cyclops Dust Caps as you would your OEM dust caps.
- Check your headlight adjustment

Thank you for purchasing the Super Tenere Headlight Replacement Kit.